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1. Listen and fill in the missing words.  

Colours 

Different flags are different ____________. Red and ____________ are the most common. 

____________ often means love, blood, or good luck. White can mean peace. ____________ is a 

symbol of nature. Yellow or gold are the colours of the ____________ and energy. Blue is for the 

sea, ____________, or sky. 

 

2. Listen and choose the correct word. 

Shapes and symbols 

Some flags have really cool/nice designs. There are shapes like crosses, circles, or 

squares/triangles. Some flags have flowers/trees, birds and animals/dogs. A lot of countries have 

the moon/sun and stars on their flags, too.  

 

3. Listen and correct the mistakes. 

a. There are fourteen stripes on the flag of the USA. ________________ 

b. The Union Jack is four flags in one.  ________________ 

c. The top stripe on the Czech flag is red. ________________ 

 

4. Read and colour the flag! Which flag is it? 

a. Colour the top stripe black. 

b. Colour the middle stripe red. 

c. Colour the bottom stripe orange. 

d. It’s the _________ flag. (R E M A G N) 

a. Colour the left stripe blue. 

b. Leave the middle stripe white. 

c. Colour the right stripe red. 

d. It’s the _________ flag. (R H E N F C) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. A. Colour the flag and tell your friend. B. Then design your own flag and describe 

it to your friend. The friend draws your flag. Compare your pictures. 
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SOLUTIONS 
 

1. Listen and fill in the missing words.  

Colours 

Different flags are different colours. Red and white are the most common. Red often means love, 

blood, or good luck. White can mean peace. Green is a symbol of nature. Yellow or gold are the 

colours of the sun and energy. Blue is for the sea, water, or sky. 

 

2. Listen and choose the correct word.  

Shapes and symbols 

Some flags have really cool/nice designs. There are shapes like crosses, circles, or 

squares/triangles. Some flags have flowers/trees, birds and animals/dogs. A lot of countries have 

the moon/sun and stars on their flags, too.  

 

3. Listen and correct the mistakes. 

a. There are fourteen stripes on the flag of the USA. thirteen 

b. The Union Jack is four flags in one.  three 

c. The top stripe on the Czech flag is red. white 

 

4. Read and colour the flag! Which flag is it? 

a. Colour the top stripe black. 

b. Colour the middle stripe red. 

c. Colour the bottom stripe orange. 

d. It’s the GERMAN flag. (R E M A G N) 

a. Colour the left stripe blue. 

b. Leave the middle stripe white. 

c. Colour the right stripe red. 

d. It’s the FRENCH flag. (R H E N F C) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. A. Colour the flag and tell your friend. B. Then design your own flag and describe 

it to your friend. The friend draws your flag. Compare your pictures. Examples: 
A. The flag is white. The star is yellow. The left circle is red and the right one is green. … 

B. There are three stripes. The top one is red, the middle one is orange and the bottom is green.  


